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A B S T R A C T 

Nostradamus of 16th century needs no introduction in 21st Century. 99.99% of the World’s adult population must have either heard his name associated with 

catastrophic predictions or browsed across little books with references to him attributing the end of the World predicted in his prophecies. Somehow, in India too 

the name Nostradamus commands respect and value in praise of his decisive descriptions foretelling the imminent of the untoward events, particularly both of the 

bygone world wars and resulting nuclear destruction of Hiroshima and Nagasaki of Japan.  Foreseeing future of the 21st Century way back 5 or 6 centuries ago 

astonishes the vast majority of the global populations and Nations. 

Nostradamus, originally of Jewish descent, was later known for his conversion to orthodox Catholic Christianity. He possessed supernatural awareness that allowed 

him to foresee global events. Renowned for his accurate predictions, such as Great London Fire, French Revolution, rise of Adolf Hitler and Napoleon, Apollo 

Moon landing, Princess Diana's death, and September 11th attack on the World Trade Center, Nostradamus had provided insights into humanity’s fate. Revered as 

the Prophet of Doom, he was the French plague doctor, astrologer, and visionary. In 1555, he published his famous and widely cited book Les Prophecies, which 

prophesied wars, natural disasters, assassinations, nuclear attacks, and revolutions.  

This Paper researches that Nostradamus must have visualized Blue Sky & Space Zones of 2024 as the unlimited laboratory of automated flying machinery and 

complex-pointed tools when he made his prophecy on third-world-war blasts in nuclear energy medium.  
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2. INTRODUCTION 

It is moral, logical and rational that Construction follows Destruction and so, Destruction follows Construction on lines of the deemed-philosophy of 

divine calendric systems from era to era for newer Divine Creation, be it new Planets/Heavens/Anti-heavens to accommodate humans/aliens. In this 

accordance of rights of the Creations, several types of Civilizations prevailed on the Earth within human-sensed calendric processes and calculators of 

time, let alone the remotest unpredictable terms of the divine calendric systems and processes. All this stands out as an irrevocable divine pre-

determination sealing mankind’s fate of initial-beginning, sustained-existence and terminal-ending as a Civilization by itself, of itself and for itself in 

substance of human-world’s human affairs. The pace of human activities and movements aiming for welfare, peace & prosperity from past into the present 

and onto the future of the humankind is a determinant operated administratively by different Civilizations at competing levels of progressive 

transformations throughout their survival as the fittest.  

At that rate of evolutionary welfare, peace & prosperity technologies/industries/businesses, the war-machinery too gets impetus in human thought to 

strengthen self-recognition as the sole competent branded individualistic superior civilization compared to not-so-competent many other contemporaries 

within the sense and meaning of the inevitably higher and lower. Overall, this is in denial of one human civilization of common framework of values. 

Consequently, the divine-inculcated, be it Religions and/or Languages, have emerged to be looked at just like the nucleus of matter holding the explosive 

energy which can be neither created nor destroyed nor preservable to human benefit all alone exclusively. By all available means in human understanding 

mechanisms pertaining to the intentions of the divine creation of human civilizations, it is exclaimed that for a long-time existence on the Planet. Earth 

facilitated with conveniences such as inhalable oxygen, consumable water and biology-instilled multiplied growth strengths & opportunities sans threats 

& weaknesses; a set of micro-divisive forces too have been co-created known as the Religions & Languages.  

3. LITERATURE SURVEY’S MIND-BLOWING-BLAST PAPER ON NOSTRADAMUS’S PROPHECIES  

Aleksandr Yeremenko (2020). Nostradamus’s Prophecies and Uncertainty of Future  
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Michel Nostradamus holds a significant place in global culture as one of its iconic figures. While the prevailing approach in studying the works of this 

Provençal prophet tends to be apologetic, we have aligned ourselves with the critical perspective. Several contemporary researchers have also embraced 

this critical stance.  

In our research, we aim to employ our unique methodology of historical and philosophical interpretation to investigate Nostradamus' quatrains. Central 

to our methodology is the concept of eventeme which we have introduced to the scientific community. By applying this concept to the analysis of 

quatrains, our objective is to illustrate its efficacy in interpreting historical events and facts. Furthermore, we seek to establish the plausibility of predicting 

abstract event patterns while acknowledging the inherent limitations in predicting individual events through rational means.  
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The author of this article delves into the fascinating world of Michel Nostradamus's quatrains, examining them through the lens of the eventeme theory. 

In simple terms, an eventeme is an abstract possibility of a single event. The article puts forth the intriguing hypothesis that Nostradamus portrayed these 

eventemes as individual events, embellishing them with intricate details to create the illusion of prophecy. However, this was not the sole method 

employed by Nostradamus. Drawing upon the belief in the recurrence of historical events, he extrapolated past occurrences into the future. Within this 

paper, several quatrains are analysed, each representing a distinct manifestation of a particular eventeme. The article also includes a fragment of the 

quatrain table, showcasing the author's exploration of both event-driven and eventematic elements within the Centuries. Through this research, the 

disparities between prophecy, foresight, and prediction are elucidated. Ultimately, the author argues the impossibility of accurately predicting individual 

events due to the inherent uncertainty of the future.  

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY FOR NOSTRADAMUS QUATRAINS 

This Paper is rather on the highest track in the right direction to designate almost all the research(s) stemming from the earlier several types of 

interpretational kinds with regard to the Nostradamus’s (method of presentation by means of his own poetic settings in pre-arranged-compiled-collection) 

nearly one thousand quatrain-containers indicating the future events for the consumption of common public, as distinctive research methodologies of 

Knowledge is Power. It is evident that such research methodologies hold immense power in expanding our knowledge and understanding.  

The research methodologies employed to analyse Nostradamus' prophecies regarding the end of the world for humanity are diverse and multifaceted. 

Scholars and researchers have utilized a combination of historical analysis, linguistic interpretation, and comparative studies to delve into the cryptic 

verses and predictions made by Nostradamus. By examining the context in which these prophecies were written, as well as the language and symbolism 

used, researchers aim to uncover the underlying meanings and potential messages regarding the fate of humanity. Furthermore, researchers have also 

explored the cultural and religious influences that may have shaped Nostradamus' worldview and predictions. By placing his prophecies within the broader 

context of his time period and societal beliefs, scholars can gain a deeper understanding of the motivations behind his writings. Through a rigorous and 

interdisciplinary approach, researchers continue to unravel the mysteries surrounding Nostradamus' prophecies and their implications for the future of 

humanity. 

This Paper’s attempt is rather non-experimental Research method into Nostradamus prophecy of foreseeable future times in respect of preceding events 

followed by the imminent overall ending to world of human beings while the researcher does not need to have to exercise control or nurture anticipatory 

controls beforehand and/or over the virtual happenings like regional wars/world wars/global wars/local wars which are already there having taken place 

in the direct observations of researcher’s Media / News Surveys through the national and international  Correspondents from the reporting rooms in war 

zones. Media plays a crucial role in informing the public about social, political, economic and war events. It serves as a mirror during times of war, 

reflecting the harsh realities of the world. People trust the media to provide them with accurate and honest news. While the media may have its own 

opinions, it has the responsibility to present them in a way that is accessible to the public. This is where the merit of a visionary expression comes into 

play, within the realm of research methodology for, by and of media.  

5. NOSTRADAMUS PROPHETICAL OMBUDSMANSHIP  

As we approach the middle of the year 2024, the interpretation of Nostradamus' prophecy regarding a Third World War in the blue sky and space serves 

as a reminder of the unpredictable nature of international relations and the potential for conflict in the modern world. While the specifics of the prophecy 

remain open to interpretation, the mention of warfare in these unconventional settings underscores the need for vigilance and preparedness in the face of 

evolving threats. It is essential for nations to consider the implications of advanced technology and space exploration on the future of warfare and to work 

towards promoting peace and stability on a global scale.  

 

File: Nostradamus by Cesar.jpg – Wikipedia<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Nostradamus_by_Cesar.jpg> 

The inclusion of the blue sky and space in the prophecy suggests a shift in the nature of warfare towards a more futuristic and technologically advanced 

form. This could imply the use of aerial combat and space-based weaponry, highlighting the potential for a new era of warfare that transcends traditional 

boundaries. The mention of these unconventional battlegrounds raises questions about the role of technology and innovation in shaping the future of 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Nostradamus_by_Cesar.jpg
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global conflicts. The prophecy of a Third World War in the year 2024, as foretold by Nostradamus, has been a topic of much speculation and debate. 

According to his writings, this global conflict will not only take place on land and sea but also extend into the realms of the blue sky and space. The 

mention of warfare in these unconventional settings has led many to interpret the prophecy as a potential conflict involving advanced technology and 

weapons beyond our current understanding.  

6. NOSTRADAMUS WAR-LAB’S ALERTING TONES   

➢ All Nations of the world, no matter wherever they are situated and howsoever distantly farer they are from the shifting epicenters of fateful 

conflicts and confrontations, will have to brace themselves for the upcoming global conflict called the Third World War. The latter looms 

large on the horizon of 2024.   

➢ The compulsive and militarily imminent clashes have sparked thicker speculation and curious mind-sets resulting in and leading to creation 

of most advanced techno-scientific-warzone and awesome AI (Artificial Intelligence) involvement that explores various virtual and projected 

possibilities for win-win situational crisis-scenarios in the Blue Sky & Space Zone of 2024. 

➢ With the upgraded technology in updated places of Blue Sky & Space zones in 2024, any number of dimensional-modelled AI delves into the 

threatening outcomes of this impending war showing us glimpses into the inevitable nights & days of fearsome future.  

➢ Nations do step into the realm of virtual landscapes with ‘projected in approximation’ causalities and expenditure-sums scenarios accompanied 

by consequences of globalized Nostradamus war-labs even on the mighty lands and saltish seas through the powers of electro-magnetized 

atomic and physical artificial intelligence of warring units.  

➢ Various military committees should be getting prepared and ready to embark on mind-bindings in mind-bending’s exploration set to erupt in 

the year 2024’s Nostradamus war-lab immersed in secrets and possibilities galore in military analytical stratagems.  

➢ Through the lenses of the distinctive Nostradamus war-labs-2024’s alerting tones, even ordinary care-free earthlings will have extraordinary 

experiences captivating themselves on scientifically-important thought-provoking safety-channels for life-projected futures out of detriment-

generated potential of the AI-masterpieces calling end to a civilization.  

 

In addition to the above six Nostradamus war-lab alerts, hereunder my Paper does research into Nostradamus war-fueled military conversations from the 

Blue Sky & Space Zones of 2024’s Nostradamus Cantonments, Nostradamus Regiments, Nostradamus Brigades, Nostradamus Colonels, Nostradamus 

Area Commanders, Nostradamus Naval Fleets, Nostradamus Jet Fighters, Nostradamus Battle Tanks, Nostradamus Soldiers, Nostradamus Sub-

lieutenants and last but not least important are Nostradamus Nuclear Target Briefs & Nuclear Disaster Case Managers to find out the one and only one 

Super Nuclear Power out of the claimant many acting dummy nuclear majors.  

7. NOSTRADAMUS WAR-FUELED MILITARISTIC CONVERSATIONS  

Imminent World war in its virtual & projected scenarios is slated true even though most experts are differing 50% to 50% on there is no imminent world 

war but only predicted by Nostradamus as the expert out of most experts to experts to export Dooms Day commonality to each and all clashing 

civilizations. However, looking at virtual and projected scenarios can be militarily academic endeavour and interesting televisional for all television Allys. 
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One could call it video games, computer simulations, modelling war playouts, and space-sky-air-sea-land downward pointed land/naval/air uniform and 

divergent exercises in all convergent-attack-modes of ending the world. 

 

Moreover, as a matter of weaponized virtual reality as well as augmented reality, it constitutes virtual scenarios such as the following. 

➢ Disinformation Campaigns immersed in hyper-realistic propaganda, blurring the line between truth and fiction injecting tensions. 

➢ Cyberwarfare supported by training simulations used to hack programs in software & hardware technologies heightening arresting confusions 

and mistrusts detrimental to the agreed to unity treaties between nations / governments/political parties or such groups in such understandings 

called MOUs (Memorandum of Understanding).  

➢ Weaponized Augmented Reality overlays that provide false targeting information to incite violent relationships. 

➢ International Institutions like the UN (United Nations) and other peace-promoting-bodies work to resolve disputes peacefully.  Peaceful 

conflict resolution blended with investing in diplomacy and mediation is essential to address underlying tensions.  

➢ Global Interdependence binds countries deeply interconnected economically convincing them making on war-damaging from all sides.  

8. CONCLUSION  

For a permanent human existence on the Planet Earth imbued with facilities like Oxygen, water and biological growth in-built structures and strengths, 

experts generally believe cooperation is more likely than war while the world faces challenges. A unique perspective on the potential outcomes of global 

conflict and imminent clashes has been given rise to by a remarkable Artificial Intelligence that offers just possibilities which are important and good to 

perceive. However, exploring potential scenarios as shown just above can facilitate avoidance of conflicts and armed confrontations. Toward 

cybersecurity cooperation, Nations will have to come together to prevent cyberattacks from escalating.  

Why world war is unlikely followed the good news that there is no reason to believe a world war is imminent has a justification in the nuclear deterrence. 

The devastating consequences of nuclear war make a direct conflict between nuclear powers improbable making their use a last resort.  The focus should 

be on diplomacy & communication for strengthening dialogue between nations. This mechanism is crucial to avoid misunderstandings. By understanding 

potential conflicts and focusing on peaceful solutions, we can work towards a more secure future  
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This Paper signifies that the multitude of research studies that have emerged from various interpretational approaches to Nostradamus's meticulously 

compiled collection of almost one thousand poetic quatrains in his own method have added fragrance to his successfully predicting and projecting mind-

set about future events for the global public awareness.   
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